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Abstract. We address the problem of real-time matching and correlation of events which are 

detected and reported by humans. As in Twitter, facebook, blogs and phone calls, the stream of 

reported events are unstructured and require intensive manual processing. The plethora of 

events and their different types need a flexible model and a representation language that allows 

us to encode them for online processing. Current approaches in complex event processing and 

stream reasoning focus on temporal relationships between composite events and usually refer to 

pre-defined sensor locations.  We propose a methodology and a computational framework for 

matching and correlating atomic and complex events which have no pre-defined schemas based 

on their content. Matching evaluation on real events show significant improvement compared 

to the manual matching process. B 

sic 

1   Motivation and Problem 

In recent years a special attention was given to streamed events and stream reasoning 

[1] [2][13]. A special type of noisy data streamed for real-time reasoning are events 

which are detected and reported by humans to actionable knowledge bases in multi-

tier responding agencies through different services such as Twitter, facebook, phone 

calls, Microblogs and other similar sources.  A common example on this scenario is 

the stream of incoming phone calls to the operation room of civil police as depicted in 

Fig. 1. In a standard operation room, operators only register incoming calls, where a 

second tier of commanders evaluate these calls, support them, if possible, with other 

information probed from news, blogs and web pages before taking any actions. The 

second tier is only interested with events that are valid for processing in a time-

window. For every new event, they continuously evaluate it against all events in the 

past time-window in order to find similar clusters of events.  

The general main two continuous queries that could be registered on the stream of 

calls are :  Query 1.  “Compare each incoming event with all previous events logged 

during the last 5 minutes, then cluster similar events before taking any decision”. For 

the example given in Fig. 1, the query could be translated to “Are these three events 

the same?”. Query 2. “ Compare each incoming event with all previous events logged 

during the last hour… Then predict potential new events “. 
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Time 

call_ID_1 call_ID_2

Operator 1 Operator 2

A house in fire , in 

Jaffa street , 

second floor , near 

store  AL-Manara 

close to

 AL-Families park 

A house in 

fire , near 

Taxi  AL-

Barq 

call_ID_3

Operator 6

A smoke is seen 

,near 

supermarket AL-

Manara in Ain-

Munjid area 

2:30 PM 2:33 PM 3:30 PM 

 
Fig. 1. Calls to the police operation room 

          

To generalize the scenario, and given a stream of events },...{ 1 nee  where the 

structure of ie , motivated by Davidson convention[4],  is of the format e ( Event(e) 

  Agent(e; an agent) Recipient (e; a recipient)  Time(e; a time)  Place(e; a location)   

Instrument (e; an instrument)). This format which is illustrated in Fig. 2 also serves as 

the upper Ontology for events  

ID Type Loc1 Loc2 Time1 Time2 Time3 Participant Theme

First TUPLE

ID Type Loc1 ... Time1 ... Time3 Participant Theme

N TUPLE

 
 

Fig. 2. Stream of non-equal event tuples 
 

The main questions to be answered are : 

1. Given a set of atomic events find the similarity between these events in real-

time. Similarity is computed as 3-tuples  Ree ,, 21 , where R is expressed 

as equivalence )( , partially-matched )( , and mismatch (⊥).  

2. Given a set of occurring events },...{ 1 nee and other historical occurrences, 

find or infer what pattern of events is occurring.  

2   State of the Art 

Many approaches followed a content based event matching using different methods 

which could be summarized as follows (a) Information retrieval: [5] use information 

retrieval techniques for computing events similarity where the event context is treated 

as a document and the tuple attribute values correspond to document terms. A similar 

approach was used by The Entity Name System (ENS)  [6][7]. (b) Machine-learning 

algorithms: [8] uses machine-learning algorithms to classify events using three groups 

of features: statistical features, keyword features and word context features. [8] 

demonstrated that through event mining, it is possible to detect the location and time 



for earthquake events by exploiting the real-time nature characteristic of Twitter. The 

main disadvantage of this method is the need for a large number of events for 

training, but once learned this method could be used to create models for events 

correlation.(c) Predicate-based matching: The content-based event matching problem 

was intensively studied in publish-subscribe infrastructure. Where an event to satisfy 

a subscription, every predicate in the subscription should be matched by some pair in 

the event [8]. The main disadvantage of predicate-based matching is that predicates 

should be pre-defined in advance. (d) Pattern matching (Rete): The Rete algorithm [9], 

originally used for production rule systems, is an efficient solution to the facts-rules 

pattern matching problem. The basic Rete algorithm was extended to accommodate 

for temporal operators [10][11]. Our approach learns from rete network, but instead of 

building a network from rules, we build a network from the Ontology and spatial 

locations. 

3   Proposed Approach and Methodology 

Our methodology to match and correlate events is based on the content of these 

events. The methodology approaches the problem from a representational as well as a 

computational viewpoint as shown on Fig 3. The framework consists of the following 

components : 
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Fig. 3. Real-time event processing framework 

 

(a) Event Detection and Logging – Controlled GUI : The first stage, after event 

detection, starts by logging the event using a controlled natural language 



graphical user interface designed to capture temporal and space properties of an 

event based on pre-defined ontology and model. To build such a model we 

depend on analyzing the linguistic, Ontological and semantic properties of events 

and treated events as 4 dimension entities. 
(b) Thematic Role Model Builder : The thematic role model aims at representing 

each event in a form that allows us to correlate and match using the thematic 

roles of events. Each thematic roles describes the "mode of participation" in an 

event for each argument of a predicate [3]. 

(c) Event Model : Semantic and Spatial Graph representation: We use two graphs 

called semantic and spatial memories that are appropriate to perform semantic 

matching and spatial reasoning about the streamed events. Semantic and spatial 

memories are built from a central knowledge base of linked entities called 

Entitypedia1. we propose typed composite graphs with inheritance and 

containment to specify the event structures. After building the network, events 

asserted from the stream are used to activate these memories at runtime 

(d) Event Query Language : Clusters of events could be viewed at different 

granularity based on the typed graphs and their containment relationships. 

4   Initial Results and Conclusions 

At this stage, we have collected a sufficient number of entities and event types. We 

collected entities of different types (person, organization and location) from real-life 

databases. So far we analyzed the meta-data and attributes used by 11 municipalities, 

3 Ministries, and two private sector organizations to identify the main entities, their 

attributes and their instances. We collected 4,358,569 from one country. We designed 

a preliminary user interface based on the event upper Ontology. For relations between 

locations, we use the region connection RCC8[12] for qualitative spatial 

representation and reasoning. For the matching algorithms, we took all the locations 

in one city and built the RCC8 relationships between these locations. A proof-of-

concept prototype for the matching problem was implemented and tested. The initial 

results show the ability of the system to match hundreds of events efficiently. The set 

of events that the system couldn’t match are collected in a conflict memory. The 

efficiency of the matching algorithm depends on the number of entities used to build 

the event networks. 

To evaluate the performance of  the classification algorithm, we are interested in the 

algorithm’s ability to correctly predict or separate the classes of matched events, 

partially matched events or non-matched events. To calculate precision and recall we 

need a ground truth dataset. This data set is under development from multiple sources. 

During the last six months, events are logged manually on the system from phone 

                                                           
1 http://entitypedia.org/ 
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calls and two other online news. Crowdsourcing annotations will be used to label 

events. Disagreement between annotators on event types, spatial and temporal 

relationships will be evaluated to enhance the parameters of the algorithm. 

5   Remaining Work 

Still we are working on the optimization of the matching algorithm, specially how to 

apply different strategies when new token is passed to the event network . Techniques 

to validate the event ontology and locations path consistency is under consideration. 

The query language for event matching and correlation with different operators so the 

end user can be able to examine and fine-tune the obtained results. 
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